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Dandeli situated in Uttrakand is situated on the banks of river kali. The place is very renowned for its
famous wild life scantury, white water rafting, Synthetic rock and forest resorts. Dandeli wildlife
resorts is home to big cants such as tigers, leopards and even black panthers, elephants, gaur,
deer, antelopes  and many kinds of reptiles and a rich variety of birds. Dandeli tourism offers a wide
array  of activities that are from jungle safari, trekking, white water rafting, canoeing, ab- sailing,
rappelling, fishing, boating, swimming, bird watching and coracle rides. The nearest airport to reach
Dandeli is at Belgaum, almost 90 km away. The best time to visit Dandeli is from October to May.
Summers are warm with the temperature going just over 30 degree Celsius while in winters an
average temperature is 25 degree Celsius.

Resorts in Dandeli provide fabulous accommodation to the travllers to explore the region around.
You will get a guaranteed reasonable rate on your accommodation. These resorts in Dandeli make
your trip more charming along with the tour of Dandeli. Located in serene and beautiful ambiance,
these resorts offer extreme comfort, enjoyment and hospitality. Goa hotel booking can be made very
conveniently via internet right from the comforts of the home and offices. These hotels are space
with elegance holiday homes where your comfort matters the most. These resorts in Dandeli are
situated at convenient place from the airport and railway station. Apart from that they are also at
convenient location from various entertainment and leisure centers. The rooms of these resorts are
spacious and also offer the modern in room amenities like air conditioning, hot cold running water
supply, bathroom toiletries, hair dryer, television, telephone. Resorts in Dandeli have been classified
into various categories where you can find deluxe hotels, Dandeli economy hotels for the
convenience of the travllers. All the economical resorts are known for their fine services and
facilities and suit every category of travlers and also to the kind of budget travllers desires for. These
beautiful resorts not only provide excellent authentic cuisine but also have many facilities for
Recreation. A home away from home with the marvelous beauty is the aim of these resorts. Dandeli
resorts had been serving their guest since years. So if you are an adventure enthusiasts than opt for
Dandeli tour and create lifetime memories with your loved ones that you can cherish throughout
your lifetime.
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a Resorts in Dandeli - Upto 26 % discount. Choose from 11 hotels & resorts in Dandeli.Check out
unbiased user reviews,compare tariffs, Dandeli hotels & resort photos and book hotels in Dandeli
online with Holiday IQ.
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